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NATIVE
PLANTING
The native planting project had a rough start in 2014. The county provided us with several hundred
plants to fill in a few empty areas in our project area. CLA supplied the labor. Within days of our
getting the new plants in the ground, heavy rains caused the lake to
rise and flood the park. The plants were under water for over a week.
Many native plants, once established, can withstand flooding. That is
one of the reasons we encourage their use around the lake. The
established plants in this project did survive, with most of the grasses
appearing unscathed. Unfortunately, the new plants didn’t have time
to take root and were a total loss.
The CLA board previously set aside $500 to purchase new plants if
they were needed, and we will ask the county to supply more plants
as well. We hope to replant the damaged areas in the spring.

Flooding at Circle Lake Park
Circle Lake Trail

With the start of the 2014 growing season, we entered the maintenance
phase of the project. The only maintenance required this year was
weed removal and watering. Rice County provided us with a pump and
hoses for drawing water out of the lake for watering, and a sprayer and
herbicide to control the weeds. This was at no cost to the association.
Maintenance ended up being light work this year as watering was
unnecessary due to the heavy rains. Only a few hours were needed to
spray herbicide to control the weeds. We installed small flags between
the road (Circle Lake Trail) and the planting to discourage people from
driving on the area.
As a reminder, the use of native plants is a highly recommended
technique used to stabilize eroding areas, and prevent sediment from
getting into surface waters. We anticipate using native plants in some
of our ravine projects for that reason. We encourage you to also use
them in any lakeshore plantings you might be planning.
The planting is located in Circle Lake Park. Yes, Circle Lake has a
park. It is located right next to the public fishing pier on Circle Lake
Trail. Drive by and check it out sometime.
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